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Role of the Lateral Mammillary Nucleus
in the Rat Head Direction Circuit: A Combined
Single Unit Recording and Lesion Study
by a neural integrator that keeps track of the rat's direc-
tional heading by integrating the angular velocity of the
head over time (McNaughton et al., 1991; Skaggs et al.,
1995; Redish et al., 1996). Supporting this hypothesis,
it has been demonstrated that HD cells are influenced by
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angular head velocity signals from the vestibular system
(Knierim et al., 1995; Blair and Sharp, 1996; Stackman
and Taube, 1997). However, it remains unclear whereSummary
the HD neural integrator might reside in the rat brain.
Several theories have predicted that the integratorWe recorded head direction (HD) cells from the lateral
circuit should contain HD cells that fire differently duringmammillary nucleus (LMN) and anterior thalamus
head turns in the clockwise (CW) versus counterclock-(ATN) of freely behaving rats and also made bilateral
wise (CCW) directions (McNaughton et al., 1991; Skaggslesions of LMN while recording HD cells from ATN.
et al., 1995; Blair, 1996; Redish et al., 1996). However,We discovered that the tuning functions of LMN HD
most HD cells that have been studied do not differentiatecells become narrower during contraversive head
between turns in opposing directions. A small percent-turns, but not ipsiversive head turns, compared to
age of HD cells in PoS fire faster during head turns inwhen the head is not turning. This narrowing effect
one direction than the other (Taube et al., 1990), but thedoes not occur for ATN HD cells. We also found that
proportion of such neurons in PoS is far smaller thanthe HD signal in LMN leads that in ATN by about 15±20
that predicted by theory to exist in the HD integratorms. When LMN was lesioned bilaterally, HD cells in
circuit. Furthermore, lesions of PoS do not abolish HDATN immediately lost their directional firing properties
cell activity in other brain areas (Goodridge and Taube,and never recovered them. Based on these findings,
1997), indicating that PoS is not likely to be an essentialwe argue that LMN may be an essential component
component of the HD integrator circuit. However, HDof an attractor±integrator network that participates in
cells in PoS may be important for the influences of visualgenerating the HD signal.
landmarks on HD cells (see Goodridge and Taube, 1997).
In the present study, we recorded HD cells in the LMNIntroduction
and ATN of freely behaving rats and compared how HD
cells in these two areas were influenced by the rat'sªHead direction (HD) cellsº are neurons that signal a
head-turning behavior during free locomotion. We foundrat's directional heading in the horizontal plane (Taube
that, very reliably, the tuning width of HD cells in LMNet al., 1990). A given HD cell fires action potentials only
becomes narrower during ªcontraversiveº head turnswhen the rat's head is facing in a particular direction,
(that is, turns in the direction opposite from the hemi-referred to as the cell's ªpreferred firing direction.º Each
sphere where the HD cell resides), but not during ªipsi-HD cell is tuned to have its own preferred firing direction,
versiveº head turns (toward the hemisphere of the cell),so that together, the entire population of cells provides
relative to when the head is not turning. HD cells in ATNa distributed representation of any direction that the rat
are not modulated by head turns in this way and showedfaces. HD cells are not influenced by the position of
no evidence for hemispheric lateralization of their tuningthe rat's head with respect to its body; they are only
properties. We also found that HD cells in ATN immedi-influenced by the direction of the head with respect to
ately lost their directional firing properties and neverthe static surrounding environment, regardless of the
recovered them, after bilateral lesions of LMN. Theserat's location within that environment. The population
findings suggest that HD cells in LMN may be part of aof HD cells is thought to provide the rat with its sense
neural integrator circuit that computes the rat's direc-of direction during spatial navigation (for a review, see
tional heading. In the Discussion, we propose a modelTaube, 1998).
to suggest how our findings might be accounted for byHD cells have been found in several regions of the rat
existing theories of the HD circuit.brain, including the postsubiculum (PoS) (Taube et al.,
1990), anterior thalamus (ATN) (Blair and Sharp, 1995;
Taube, 1995), laterodorsal thalamus (LD) (Mizumori and Results
Williams, 1993), limbic cortex (Chen et al., 1994), stria-
tum (Wiener, 1993), and lateral mammillary nucleus HD Cell Sample
(LMN) (see Results; Stackman and Taube, 1998). How- In 14 rats, a total of 23 HD cells were recorded from
ever, it is not clear which of these regions play an active LMN (10 from the left hemisphere, 13 from the right),
role in generating the HD signal and which regions pas- and 21 HD cells were recorded from ATN (11 from the
sively receive the signal from areas where it is generated. left hemisphere, 10 from the right). Interspike-interval
The HD cell signal is thought to be generated, in part, histograms of all HD cells were Poisson distributed, and
autocorrelation histograms revealed no evidence for
theta modulation of HD cell firing rates. The average* To whom correspondence should be addressed (email: tad@
spike width (measured as the time interval between ancns.nyu.edu). Present address: Center for Neural Science, New York
University, New York, New York, 10003. action potential's initial departure from and subsequent
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Figure 2. Parameters of the Directional Tuning Function
Graph shows the directional tuning function of a typical HD cell
recorded from ATN. Firing rate (y axis) is plotted in Hz, and the rat's
head direction (x axis) is plotted on a scale of 08±3608, corresponding
to the full range of azimuth in the horizontal plane. Preferred firing
direction (PFD) is taken as the mean value of the curve. Peak fir-
ing rate (P) is the maximum value of the tuning curve. Baseline firing
rate (B) is the mean firing rate outside of the peak firing range. Tuning
width (W) is twice the standard deviation of the tuning function.
Figure 1. Histological Reconstruction of Recording Sites
Gray shading indicates regions where HD cells were recorded bilat- Preferred Firing Direction
erally from LMN (A) and the anterodorsal (AD) region of ATN (B).
The preferred firing directions of HD cells in both LMN(Diagrams were adapted from Paxinos and Watson, 1997.)
and ATN were uniformly distributed across the 3608
range of directional headings. There was no tendency for
any directional headings to be represented preferentiallyreturn to baseline) for LMN HD cells was 350 (6 16 SE)
ms, and the average peak-to-peak spike amplitude was over others.
It has previously been shown that ATN HD cells shift163 (6 15 SE) mV. The average spike width for ATN HD
cells was 251 (6 15 SE) ms, and the average peak-to- their preferred firing direction to the left (that is, CCW)
during CW head turns and to the right (that is, CW)peak spike amplitude was 225 (6 14 SE) mV.
Histological examination revealed that all HD cells during CCW head turns, compared to the when the head
is not turning (Blair and Sharp, 1995). This phenomenonwere recorded within the LMN and ATN (Figure 1). LMN
HD cells were found in both the dorsal and ventral por- is related to the fact that ATN HD cells fire in anticipation
of the rat's ªfutureº head direction (see ªAnticipatorytion of LMN (Figure 1A). ATN HD cells were found pre-
dominantly in the anterodorsal thalamic nucleus (Figure Time Intervalº below; for a more detailed explanation,
see Blair and Sharp, 1995; Blair et al., 1997; Taube and1B), in agreement with earlier reports on the anatomical
distribution of HD cells within the ATN (Blair and Sharp, Muller, 1998). Table 1 shows that, in the present study,
the preferred firing direction of ATN HD cells was shifted1995; Taube, 1995; Blair et al., 1997).
leftward by an average of 2.1 (6 0.4 SE) degrees during
CW head turns [paired t(20) 5 5.4, p , 0.0001], andHD Cell Properties in LMN and ATN
The firing properties of a HD cell are characterized by rightward by an average of 2.2 (6 0.7 SE) degrees during
CCW head turns [paired t(20) 5 3.2, p 5 0.004], comparedits ªdirectional tuning functionº (Figure 2). This function
provides several parameters that describe a HD cell's to when the head was not turning. This agrees well with
previous reports (Blair et al., 1997).behavior, including the cell's preferred firing direction,
peak firing rate, baseline firing rate, and tuning width LMN HD cells also shifted their preferred firing direc-
tion during head turns. The preferred firing direction of(see Experimental Procedures).
A major goal of the present study was to examine LMN HD cells was shifted leftward by an average of 4.7
(6 0.7 SE) degrees during CW head turns [paired t(22) 5how HD cells in LMN and ATN are influenced by the rat's
head-turning behavior. To do this, each cell's tuning 6.88, p , 0.0001] and rightward by an average of 5.1 (6
0.8 SE) degrees during CCW head turns [paired t(22) 5function was decomposed into three component func-
tions (see Experimental Procedures): (1) a ªCW tuning 6.25, p , 0.0001], compared to when the head was not
turning (Table 1). This finding suggests that like ATNfunction,º computed from spikes that occurred when
the rat's head was turning in the CW direction, (2) a cells, LMN HD cells also anticipate the rat's future head
direction, and by an even larger amount, since the sizeªCCW tuning function,º computed from spikes that oc-
curred when the rat's head was turning in the CCW of the shift in preferred firing direction is typically propor-
tional to the amount by which the cell anticipates thedirection, and (3) a ªno turn (NOT) tuning function,º com-
puted from spikes that occurred when the head was not future head direction (Blair and Sharp, 1995). Further
support for this conclusion is presented below (see ªAn-turning. The influence of head turns upon HD cell activity
was assessed by comparing the parameters of the CW, ticipatory Time Intervalsº).
Peak and Baseline Firing RatesCCW, and NOT tuning functions. Table 1 lists mean
values of parameters for the standard (All spikes) and The mean peak firing rate was higher for HD cells in
ATN than LMN (Table 1), but this difference was notcomponent (CW, CCW, and NOT) tuning functions of
cells recorded in LMN and ATN. statistically significant [t(42) 5 1.62, p 5 0.11]. The total
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Table 1. Mean and Standard Error of Tuning Parameter Values for HD Cells Recorded in LMN and ATN
PFD Shifta Peak Rate Baseline Tuning Width
(degrees from PFDNOT) (Hz) Rate (Hz) (degrees)
LMN HD Cells (n 5 23)
All spikes 0.2 6 0.4 37.2 6 5.5 1.5 6 0.7 79.9 6 3.5
CW 24.7 6 0.7 39.8 6 5.7 1.1 6 0.3 80.5 6 3.6
CCW 5.1 6 0.8 39.6 6 5.5 1.8 6 0.8 79.9 6 3.5
NOT Ð 37.5 6 5.4 1.8 6 0.8 82.8 6 3.5
ATN HD Cells (n 5 21)
All spikes 20.2 6 0.3 50.3 6 6.0 0.6 6 0.1 57.4 6 2.4
CW 22.1 6 0.4 53.2 6 6.1 0.9 6 0.1 58.8 6 2.7
CCW 2.2 6 0.7 52.2 6 5.9 0.9 6 0.1 59.8 6 3.1
NOT Ð 50.0 6 5.9 0.9 6 0.2 60.9 6 3.3
a The ªPFD Shiftº column lists the mean difference, in degrees, between the preferred firing direction of the NOT tuning curve (denoted PFDNOT)
and the preferred firing direction of the tuning curve indicated by the row label at far left (PFDCW, PFDCCW, or PFDAllSpikes). This difference is
equal to zero by definition for the NOT tuning curve, so there is no entry for the NOT curve. Negative values indicates leftward (CCW) shifts
from PFDNOT, and positive values indicate rightward (CW) shifts from PFDNOT. Abbreviations: PFD, preferred firing direction; CW, clockwise
tuning function; CCW, counterclockwise tuning function; NOT, no-turn tuning function.
range of HD cell firing rates observed in LMN was 9.2± significant [paired t(22) 5 5.34, p , 0.0001]. However,
LMN tuning widths were only 0.2 (6 1.2 SE) percent112.8 Hz and in ATN was 10.2±117.3 Hz. These data
indicate that HD cells in LMN and ATN have similar firing narrower during ipsiversive head turns (toward the hemi-
sphere of the cell), which was not significant [pairedrates.
It has previously been found that ATN HD cells fire t(22) 5 0.11, p 5 0.92]. Hence, LMN HD cells only narrowed
their tuning functions during contraversive head turns,faster when the rat's head is turning than when it is not
turning (Blair and Sharp, 1995; Taube, 1995; Blair et but not ipsiversive head turns. This finding is addressed
at length in the next section (see ªIpsiversive and Con-al., 1997; Taube and Muller, 1998). These findings were
replicated in the present study. The peak firing rate of traversive Head Turnsº).
ATN HD cells was increased by an average of 5.6 (6 1.8
SE) percent during head turns, compared to when the Ipsiversive and Contraversive Head Turns
We compared the tuning parameters of HD cells duringhead was not turning [paired t(20) 5 3.15, p 5 0.004].
Similarly, LMN HD cells increased their peak firing rate ipsiversive and contraversive head turns to investigate
the hemispheric differences in the firing properties of HDby an average of 8.4 (6 2.3 SE) percent during head
turns [paired t(22) 5 4.32, p 5 0.0003]. cells. Table 2 presents mean tuning parameter values
during ipsiversive and contraversive head turns for HDThe baseline firing rate was higher for HD cells in
LMN than ATN (Table 1), but this difference was not cells in LMN and ATN.
Figure 3 presents the CW and CCW tuning functionsstatistically significant [t(42) 5 1.13, p 5 0.27]. These data
indicate that HD cells in LMN and ATN have similar (see Experimental Procedures) of each individual HD
cell in our study, sorted by brain region (LMN/ATN) andbaseline firing rates.
Tuning Width hemisphere (left/right). Note that CW tuning functions
are ipsiversive in the right hemisphere and contraversiveThe mean tuning width for HD cells recorded in LMN
was significantly larger than for cells recorded in ATN in the left hemisphere, and the reverse is true for CCW
tuning functions.(Table 1), indicating that on average, LMN HD cells had
broader tuning functions than ATN HD cells [t(42) 5 5.16, Preferred Firing Direction
Table 2 shows that the preferred firing direction of LMNp , 0.0001].
It has previously been reported that ATN HD cells HD cells shifted much less during contraversive than
ipsiversive head turns [paired t(22) 5 10.6, p , 0.0001].have narrower tuning widths when the rat's head is turn-
ing than when it is not (Blair et al., 1997). This finding By contrast, the preferred firing direction of ATN HD
cells shifted by an identical amount during ipsiversivewas replicated in the present study, although the effect
was rather weak. The tuning width of ATN HD cells was and contraversive head turns [paired t(20) 5 0.06, p 5
0.95].narrower by an average of 2.2 (6 1.1 SE) percent during
head turns, compared to when the head was not turning The size of the shift in a HD cell's preferred firing
direction is proportional to the amount by which the[paired t(20) 5 1.62, p 5 0.1].
HD cells in LMN had narrower tuning widths when the cell anticipates the rat's future head direction (Blair and
Sharp, 1995, 1997). Thus, Table 2 provides evidencehead was turning than when it was not, but this effect
depended strongly upon two factors: (1) which direction that LMN HD cells may anticipate the rat's future head
direction by a smaller time interval during contraversivethe rat's head was turning and (2) which hemisphere the
cell resided in. The tuning width of LMN HD cells was than ipsiversive head turns.
Peak and Baseline Firing Rates6.9 (6 1.2 SE) percent narrower during contraversive
head turns (that is, turns in the direction opposite from There was no significant difference in the mean peak
firing rate [paired t(22) 5 0.73, p 5 0.48] or baseline firingthe hemisphere where the cell resides) compared to
when the head was not turning, an effect that was highly rate [paired t(22) 5 1.27, p 5 0.22] of LMN HD cells during
Neuron
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Table 2. Mean and Standard Error of Tuning Parameter Values during Ipsiversive and Contraversive Head Turns and when the Head
Is Not Turning (NOT)
PFD Shifta
(against direction Peak Rate Baseline Tuning Width
of head turning) (Hz) Rate (Hz) (degrees)
LMN HD Cells (n 5 23)
Ipsiversive 6.3 6 0.8 39.4 6 5.5 1.8 6 0.8 82.7 6 3.5
Contraversive 3.4 6 0.6 40.0 6 5.6 1.1 6 0.3 77.7 6 3.5
NOT Ð 37.5 6 5.4 1.8 6 0.8 82.8 6 3.5
ATN HD Cells (n 5 21)
Ipsiversive 2.2 6 0.5 52.8 6 5.8 0.9 6 0.1 59.8 6 3.0
Contraversive 2.2 6 0.6 52.6 6 5.6 0.9 6 0.1 58.9 6 2.6
NOT Ð 50.0 6 5.9 0.9 6 0.2 60.9 6 3.3
a The ªPFD Shiftº column is similar to that of Table 1, listing the mean difference between PFDNOT and either PFDIPSI or PFDCONTRA. However,
here the ªPFD Shiftº value is always positive and always indicates the size of the PFD shift (in degrees) against the direction of head turning.
That is, during ipsiversive turns, the PFD Shift is the rightward (CW) shift for cells in the left hemisphere and the leftward (CCW) shift for cells
in the right hemisphere. During contraversive turns, the PFD is the leftward shift for cells in the left hemisphere and the rightward shift for
cells in the right hemisphere.
ipsiversive versus contraversive head turns. Similarly, right half in the left LMN and the left half in the right
LMN), the HD cell fires at a lower rate when the head isthere was no significant difference in the peak firing rate
[paired t(20) 5 0.25, p 5 0.8] or baseline firing rate [paired turning away from, rather than toward, the preferred
firing direction. There are many possible explanationst(20) 5 0.57, p 5 0.56] of ATN HD cells during ipsiversive
versus contraversive head turns. These results indicate for this asymmetry, and a full technical analysis of this
phenomenon is beyond the scope of the present study.that HD cells fired at a similar rate during ipsiversive
and contraversive head turns, in both LMN and ATN. One possible neural mechanism that might account for
this asymmetry will be proposed in the Discussion (seeTuning Width
As reported in the previous section, HD cells in LMN Figure 7 and accompanying text).
Population Tuning Curveshad significantly narrower tuning functions during con-
traversive (but not ipsiversive) head turns, compared to Figure 4 presents population-averaged ipsiversive and
contraversive tuning curves, which were generated bywhen the head was not turning. From this fact, it follows
that LMN HD cells must have narrower contraversive combining individual tuning curves from Figure 3 (see
Experimental Procedures for a detailed description oftuning functions than ipsiversive tuning functions, and
this was indeed the case [paired t(22) 5 4.53, p 5 0.0002]. the process for generating the population tuning curves).
Figure 4 shows that, for LMN HD cells, the contraversiveBy contrast, there was no significant difference between
the widths of ipsiversive and contraversive tuning func- tuning curve is narrower than the ipsiversive tuning func-
tion. ATN HD cells show no evidence for hemispherictions for HD cells in ATN [paired t(20) 5 0.87, p 5 0.37].
These results indicate that there is a hemispherically lateralization of their firing properties, since they appear
to have identical ipsiversive and contraversive tuninglateralized influence of head turns upon the tuning width
of LMN HD cells but not ATN HD cells. Corroborating functions.
this, a chi-square test showed that the identity of the
narrower tuning function (either CW or CCW) was Anticipatory Time Interval (ATI)
The ATI of a HD cell measures the time interval for whichstrongly contingent upon hemisphere for LMN cells
[x(1)2 5 15.6, p , 0.001] but not for ATN cells [x(1)2 5 0.44, the cell's firing rate is best correlated with the rat's
head direction (Blair and Sharp, 1995; see Experimentalp . 0.5].
This narrowing of the tuning function can be seen Procedures). Previous studies have shown that ATN HD
cells have a mean ATI of about 20 ms (Blair et al., 1997;clearly in Figure 3, which shows that in the left LMN,
most cells have narrower CW tuning functions than CCW Taube and Muller, 1998). This indicates that, on average,
the activity of ATN HD cells is best correlated with thetuning functions, whereas in the right LMN, the opposite
is true. Hence, the contraversive tuning function is usu- direction that the rat's head will be facing about 20 ms
in the future.ally narrower than the ipsiversive tuning function for
LMN HD cells. This effect does not appear to occur for In the present study, we found that the mean ATI for
ATN HD cells was 23.2 (6 3.4 SE) ms, which agreesthe ATN HD cells in Figure 3.
Asymmetry of the Change in Tuning Width well with previous reports (Blair et al., 1997; Taube and
Muller, 1998). We found that the mean ATI for HD cellsNotice that in Figure 3, the CW tuning curves in the
left LMN appear to become narrower only at their right in LMN was 38.5 (6 3.2 SE) ms, which was significantly
larger than the mean ATI for ATN HD cells [t(42) 5 3.31,edges, whereas the CCW curves in the right LMN seem
to narrow only at their left edges. Thus, it appears that p 5 0.002]. Hence, it appears that the HD signal in LMN
leads that in ATN by about 15±20 ms.on one half of the tuning curve (the left half in the left
LMN and the right half in the right LMN), the HD cell One possible explanation for this finding might be that
ATN receives the HD signal from LMN, and there is afires at the same rate, regardless of whether the head
is turning toward or away from the cell's preferred firing slight delay in transmitting the signal from LMN to ATN,
so that the ATN signal lags about 15±20 ms behind thedirection. But on the other half of the tuning curve (the
Lateral Mammillary Head Direction Cells
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Figure 3. CW and CCW Tuning Curves
CW (heavy lines) and CCW (thin lines) tuning
functions for all HD cells recorded in LMN
and ATN. Within each box, the y axis repre-
sents the percentage of the cell's maximum
firing rate, and the x axis represents the full
3608 range of head directions (for presenta-
tion, the tuning curves have been centered
on the x axis within each box). For most HD
cells in left LMN, the CW tuning function is
narrower than the CCW tuning function,
whereas in the right LMN, the opposite is true
(that is, the contraversive tuning curve tends
to be narrower than the ipsiversive tuning
curve). Note also that the narrowing effect
appears to occur mainly at the right edges of
the tuning curves in the left LMN and at the
left edges of the tuning curves in the right
LMN. Unlike LMN cells, HD cells in ATN have
very similar tuning widths during CW and
CCW head turns.
LMN signal. LMN sends direct projections to ATN, so of being removed), and the same HD cell that had been
recorded in ATN prior to the lesion was recorded for anthe axonal transmission delay from LMN to ATN should
be much less than 15±20 ms. However, the delay of the additional 15 min.
Lesions were made in ten rats, which were differentHD signal between LMN and ATN should not be identical
to the conduction time of a single action potential. In- from the rats used in the single unit recording experi-
ments described above. In seven of these rats (BLstead, the HD signal delay should reflect the time re-
quired for a population of target neurons in ATN to un- Group), HD cells were encountered on LMN electrodes
prior to the lesion, and histology confirmed that lesionsdergo a complete change in their mean firing rate, after
a similar change has occurred in LMN. Depending on caused extensive bilateral damage to LMN. In the re-
maining three rats (CTL Group), HD cells were not en-the membrane properties of ATN cells and the circuit
properties of the LMN-ATN projection, this could be countered in LMN prior to the lesion, and histology found
much longer than the conduction time for a single action that lesions did not cause damage to LMN in either
potential traveling from LMN to ATN. hemisphere because the electrode tips had missed
LMN. Rats were unimpaired at performing the pellet
chasing task after the lesions.Lesions of LMN Abolish HD Cell Activity in ATN
Figure 5 shows the effects of bilateral lesions on HDIf it is true that ATN receives the HD signal from LMN,
cell activity in ATN for three animals in the BL groupthen bilateral ablation of LMN should completely abolish
(BL1±BL3) and one animal in the control group (CTL).HD cell activity in ATN. To test this prediction, we re-
Immediately after successful LMN lesions, HD cells incorded HD cells in ATN before and immediately after
ATN completely lost their directional firing properties.bilateral lesions of LMN. First, a HD cell was recorded
HD cell activity was never again observed in these ani-in ATN for 15 min. Then the animal was picked up, and
mals for up to 3 weeks after the lesion. ATN cells dida large DC current (0.5±1.0 mA for 10 s) was passed
not fall completely silent after the lesion but continuedthrough recording electrodes that were bilaterally im-
to fire spontaneously as the rat foraged for food pellets.planted in LMN. The animal was then immediately
placed back into the recording chamber (within 3 min It is possible that the spike activity recorded in ATN
Neuron
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during head turns in the ipsiversive direction and de-
creased their firing rate during turns in the contraversive
direction. The remaining theta cell behaved in the oppo-
site manner.
In studies of anesthetized rats, theta cells have been
found abundantly within the mammillary nuclei (Kirk and
McNaughton, 1991; Kocsis and Vertes, 1994). Therefore,
it is not surprising to find that theta cells are present in
the mammillary region of freely behaving rats. However,
our findings suggest that in freely behaving rats, some
theta cells in the mammillary region are modulated by
the rat's head direction and angular head velocity. Fu-
ture experiments are warranted to investigate how theta
cell activity in the mammillary bodies may be modulated
by the rat's spatial behavior.
Discussion
This study has shown that LMN contains angular veloc-
Figure 4. Population Tuning Curves for HD Cells Recorded in LMN
ity-modulated HD cells that are segregated by hemi-and ATN
sphere. The tuning function of LMN HD cells becomesThese curves were constructed by combining the appropriate tuning
narrower during head turns in the contraversive direc-curves from Figure 3 (see Experimental Procedures). The height and
tion, but not the ipsiversive direction, compared to whenwidth of each individual tuning curve was normalized to the same
scale before the cells were combined, so both axes are labeled on the head is not turning. HD cells in ATN do not change
a normalized scale. Notice that in LMN, the contraversive curve (thin their tuning width in this way and show no evidence for
lines) is clearly narrower than the ipsiversive curve (heavy lines), hemispheric lateralization of their firing properties. In
whereas in ATN, the two curves are indistinguishable from one an-
addition, we found that the HD signal in LMN leads thatother.
in ATN by about 15±20 ms. Finally, we found that bilateral
lesions of LMN abolish HD cell activity in ATN. What
kind of network mechanisms might account for these
immediately after the lesion was not from the same neu- results, and what can they tell us about the functional
ron as the HD cell recorded prior to the lesion, but there and anatomical organization of the rat HD circuit?
are several reasons to doubt this. First, ISI histograms Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram that illustrates
(see Figure 5) revealed that postlesion activity was being the connections between LMN and ATN, as well as their
generated by a single neuron, since there was a refrac- connections with other structures that might be involved
tory period of at least 1±2 ms between spikes. Second, in generating the HD signal. Notice that ATN receives
the oscilloscope waveforms of neural spikes in ATN bilateral input from LMN, which could help to explain
were nearly identical before and after the lesion (data why angular velocity-modulated HD cells are segre-
not shown). Third, in control animals with bilateral le- gated by hemisphere in LMN but not in ATN.
sions that damaged only the tissue surrounding LMN,
but not LMN itself, it was always possible to continue
Where Is the HD Signal Generated?recording the same HD cell in ATN after the lesion was
In the present study, we estimated that HD cells in LMNmade (see CTL case in Figure 5).
anticipate the rat's future head direction by about 40
ms, the largest ATI of any brain region that has yet been
studied. If this estimate is accurate, then LMN may beTheta Cells in LMN
Of the single units that were successfully isolated within nearer to the source of the HD signal than other brain
regions, and it is possible that LMN itself might be anLMN, more than half (23 of 41, or 56%) were HD cells.
However, we recorded 18 other cells from the LMN, all essential component of the circuit that generates the
HD signal. This possibility is supported by the presentof which were encountered on the same electrode track
as at least one HD cell. Of these 18 cells, 6 exhibited finding that bilateral lesions of LMN abolish HD cell activ-
ity in ATN (similar results have also been found by M. L.no clear pattern of activity whatsoever. The remaining
12 cells were classified as theta cells because they dis- Tullman and J. S. Taube, personal communication). Al-
ternatively, the HD signal might originate in areas thatcharged rhythmically in the theta frequency range of
6±10 Hz (as noted above, HD cells were not modulated project to LMN, rather than within LMN itself. Figure 6
shows that LMN receives two major inputs: a descend-by theta). Of these 12 theta cells, 8 showed little or no
correlation with the animal's behavior but merely fired ing input from PoS (Allen and Hopkins, 1989; van Groen
and Wyss, 1990) and an ascending input from the dorsalrhythmically with average rates ranging between 2.3 and
29.5 Hz. One theta cell was clearly modulated by head tegmental nucleus (DTN; Gonzalo-Ruiz et al., 1992;
Hayakawa and Zyo, 1992).direction, suggesting that it might have received input
from surrounding HD cells. The remaining three theta Contributions of PoS
It has previously been proposed that PoS might partici-cells were modulated by the angular velocity of the rat's
head turns. Two of these cells increased their firing rate pate in generating the HD signal (Blair and Sharp, 1995;
Lateral Mammillary Head Direction Cells
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Figure 5. Effects of LMN Lesions
Effects of Bilateral LMN (BL) and Control
(CTL) Lesions on HD Cells in ATN. HD cells
were recorded from ATN during two 15 min
recording sessions, one conducted before
(left column) and the other immediately after
(right column) lesions. Tuning functions show
that following successful LMN lesions (BL1±
BL3), the ATN HD cells completely lost their
directional firing properties. Following CTL le-
sions that damaged tissue anterior to LMN,
but not LMN itself (note coordinates of the
atlas diagrams for the CTL case), directional
firing of ATN HD cells remained intact. In-
terspike interval histograms show that spike
activity was probably generated by a single
neuron in each case since the extreme left-
most bin of each histogram is empty, indicat-
ing that there was a refractory period of at
least 1±2 ms between spikes.
Redish et al., 1996). However, there are two reasons of visual landmarks upon the HD signal (Goodridge and
Taube, 1997).why the HD signal in LMN is unlikely to originate in PoS.
First, the HD signal in LMN leads that in PoS by about Contributions of DTN
It is not presently known whether DTN contains HD cells.40 ms (see Blair et al., 1997; Taube and Muller, 1998).
This suggests that LMN may be upstream, and not DTN sends a dense projection to LMN (Gonzalo-Ruiz et
al., 1992), and the ultrastructural anatomy of this projec-downstream, from PoS in the HD signaling pathway.
Second, lesions of PoS do not abolish HD cell activity tion suggests that it is inhibitory (Hayakawa and Zyo,
1992). LMN sends excitatory projections back to DTNin ATN (Goodridge and Taube, 1997), which implies that
PoS is not essential for generating the HD signal. How- (Allen and Hopkins, 1989, 1990), so DTN may provide a
pathway for feedback inhibition of LMN.ever, lesions of PoS do impair the ability of visual land-
marks to influence the preferred firing directions of HD Interestingly, DTN receives ascending projections
from two structures that signal horizontal head rotation:cells, indicating that PoS might mediate the influence
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Figure 6. Anatomical Organization of the Rat HD Circuit
Shading indicates regions that are known to contain HD cells. Abbre-
viations: ATN, anterior thalamic nuclei; DTN, dorsal tegmental nu-
cleus; LMN, lateral mammillary nucleus; MVN, medial vestibular nu-
Figure 7. A Hypothetical Circuitcleus; PoS, postsubiculum; PPH, nucleus prepositus hypoglossi.
A model of the HD attractor±integrator circuit in the LEFT hemi-
sphere (see text for a detailed explanation).
(A) When the head is not turning, type I and type II cells fire at thethe nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (PPH) and the medial
same rate, resulting in symmetric inhibition of LMN HD cells by DTNvestibular nucleus (MVN; Liu et al., 1984). PPH and MVN
cells. This causes the HD peak to remain stationary.
contain two types of neurons that signal horizontal head (B) When the head turns CW, type II cells increase their firing rate,
turns: type I cells increase their firing rate during head enhancing leftward inhibition among LMN HD cells. This causes the
HD peak to shift rightward through the layer of LMN cells.turns in the ipsiversive direction and decrease their
rate during head turns in the contraversive direction,
whereas type II cells behave in the opposite manner. In
the rat, PPH contains about twice as many type II neu- al., 1996; Zhang, 1996). The network can be conceptual-
ized as a layer of HD cells (proposed to reside in LMN),rons as type I neurons (Lannou et al., 1984). If these
type II neurons project abundantly to DTN, then DTN arranged so that neighboring cells have adjacent pre-
ferred firing directions (this arrangement is for claritywould be likely to inhibit LMN more strongly during con-
traversive than ipsiversive head turns. This might ac- and is not meant to imply topographic organization of
HD cells in LMN). Each HD cell in the layer sends lateralcount for our finding that LMN HD cells have narrower
tuning functions during contraversive head turns. excitatory projections to its near neighbors and lateral
inhibitory projections to its more distant neighbors. ThisStackman and Taube (1998) have reported that the
peak firing rate of LMN HD cells is lower during contra- center/surround architecture causes a peak-shaped
profile of activity to form within the network (gray bars),versive than ipsiversive head turns. Although this finding
was not replicated in the present study (see Table 2), it with the center of the peak corresponding to the rat's
momentary directional heading (see Redish et al., 1996;is consistent with the notion that inhibition of LMN HD
cells is increased during contraversive head turns. Zhang, 1996).
We propose that lateral inhibition among LMN HD
cells may be routed through DTN, such that leftwardThe Attractor±Integrator Hypothesis
Several computational theories have proposed that the (CCW) inhibition among HD cells is carried by one popu-
lation of DTN cells and rightward (CW) inhibition is car-HD circuit is organized as an attractor±integrator net-
work (Skaggs et al., 1995; Redish et al., 1996; Zhang, ried by a different population of DTN cells (Figure 7A).
We also propose that these two populations of DTN1996). As the name suggests, this network is thought to
perform two related functions: (1) an attractor function, cells are selectively modulated by either type I or type
II cells in PPH/MVN. In the left hemisphere, leftwardwhich maintains the stability of the HD signal by pre-
venting the population of HD cells from assuming mean- projecting DTN cells are modulated by input from type
II cells, and rightward projecting DTN cells are modu-ingless states (such as states that indicate the head to
be facing in many directions at once), and (2) an inte- lated by input from type I cells. The opposite would be
true in the right hemisphere (only the left hemisphere isgrator function, which continuously updates the HD sig-
nal by integrating the angular velocity of the head over shown in Figure 7).
The Neural Integratortime. We now propose an anatomical implementation
of the HD attractor±integrator circuit that might account When the rat is not turning its head, type I and type II
cells fire at the same rate, and therefore, each HD cellfor our experimental observations.
The Attractor Network in LMN delivers the same amount of inhibition (via DTN)
to its neighbors on both sides (Figure 7A). This symmet-Computational modeling studies have shown that HD
cell±firing properties can be simulated by an attractor ric pattern of inhibition causes the activity peak to re-
main fixed at the rat's current head direction.network similar to that shown in Figure 7A (Redish et
Lateral Mammillary Head Direction Cells
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When the rat turns its head, the symmetry of connec- Conclusions
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that LMNtions among HD cells is broken (for a detailed analysis
see Zhang, 1996). Figure 7B illustrates what might hap- might be a component of an attractor±integrator net-
work that generates the HD signal. It has been proposedpen in the left hemisphere during a CW head turn. Type
II cells increase their firing rate, and type I cells decrease that a similar attractor±integrator network might be re-
sponsible for generating the place cell signal in the hip-their firing rate. Modulation of DTN neurons alters the
lateral inhibition among LMN HD cells, so that each HD pocampus (Zhang, 1996; Samsonovotch and McNaugh-
ton, 1997). Thus, the anatomical organization of the HDcell sends more inhibition to the left (CCW) than to the
right (CW). This asymmetric pattern of inhibition causes circuit may provide general insights into the neural basis
for spatial navigation. Indeed, biological attractor±inte-the activity peak to shift to the right (CW) through the
population of HD cells (Figure 7B). If the dynamics of grator networks may be involved in dynamically updat-
ing distributed representations in many different brainthis shifting are controlled precisely, so that the rate of
shifting is proportional to the rate of head turning, then systems.
the network can maintain an accurate representation of
Experimental Procedureshead direction (Skaggs et al., 1995; Blair, 1996; Redish
et al., 1996; Zhang, 1996).
Subjects and Behavioral TrainingIn the network of Figure 7, DTN cells are analogous
The subjects were 24 male Long-Evans rats, weighing 300±400 gm
to the ªrotation cellsº proposed by Skaggs et al. (1995), at shipping. Fourteen of the rats were used for the analysis compar-
except that here, the rotation cells are inhibitory rather ing HD cell firing properties in ATN and LMN, and ten different rats
were used for the study of how LMN lesions affect HD cells in ATN.than excitatory. Blair (1996) has previously proposed a
The animals were housed singly and had a 12 hr on (8:00 AM-8:00circuit incorporating inhibitory rotation cells, but these
PM)/off, light/dark schedule. After at least 1 week of free feeding,cells were hypothesized to reside in reticular thalamus,
rats were reduced to 80% of their ad lib weight by limited dailynot DTN.
feeding. They were then trained to perform a simple pellet chasing
Accounting for Experimental Observations task (Muller et al., 1987), in which they searched for 20 mg food
This study has found that LMN HD cells have narrower pellets (Noyes Co., Lancaster, NH) that were thrown into a cylindrical
chamber at random locations (for details, see Blair et al., 1997). Thetuning widths during contraversive than ipsiversive head
pellet chasing task kept the rats moving constantly in the cylinder,turns. The model shown in Figure 7 can account for this
repeatedly traversing the entire cylinder floor and frequently turningfinding, if it is assumed that DTN inhibits LMN more
their heads to face in many different directions. Recording sessionsstrongly during contraversive than ipsiversive head
were later conducted as rats performed this task in the cylinder.
turns. This implies that type II cells should provide a
stronger input to DTN than type I cells. This may in fact Surgery and Electrodes
After behavioral training was completed, rats were chronically im-be the case, since PPH in the rat contains about twice
planted with extracellular microelectrodes under deep ketamine-as many type II neurons as type I neurons (Lannou et
xylazine anesthesia (for details of the surgical procedure, see Sharpal., 1984).
and Green, 1994). In each rat, an electrode bundle was placed intoThis explanation may also account for the finding that,
both hemispheres of ATN and LMN (a few rats received implants
in the left LMN, the narrowing of the CW tuning function only in the LMN). Each electrode bundle consisted of six insulated
appears to occur mainly at the right edge of the curve stainless steel wires (FHC Inc., Brunswick, ME). Each wire had a
125 mm shank that tapered down to a 1 mm etched recording tip.(see Figure 3; recall that the opposite is true for the right
The tips of the wires in each bundle were spaced 100±250 mm apart.hemisphere, but only the left hemisphere is illustrated
The electrode bundles were mounted on a microdrive that wasin Figure 7). To see why this is so, imagine that the rat
attached to the skull with dental cement. The microdrive allowedis facing in the direction of 408, as illustrated in Figure
the electrode tips to be advanced slowly through the tissue after
7A. In this circumstance, the HD cell representing 308 surgery. A single microdrive was used for both the left and right
fires at the same rate as the HD cell representing 508. hemispheres of each structure, so it was not possible to advance
the electrodes in one hemisphere without also advancing them inIf the head begins to turn CW, the 308 cell will be inhibited
the other. However, since separate microdrives were used for eachby DTN, whereas if the head turns CCW, the 508 cell will
structure, it was possible to advance the bilaterally implanted elec-be inhibited. However, if type II cells provide a more
trode pair in one structure (LMN or ATN) without advancing thedominant input to DTN than type I cells, then the 308
electrodes in the other structure. The microdrives for LMN implants
cell will be inhibited more during CW turns than the 508 held two electrode bundles that were spaced 2.0 mm apart (corre-
cell will be inhibited during CCW turns. Since the current sponding to the distance between the left and right LMN), which
head direction of 408 lies to the right of the 308 cell's were implanted straddling the midline at coordinates 4.4 mm poste-
rior to bregma. The ATN microdrives held two electrode bundles,preferred direction and to the left of the 508 cell's pre-
which were spaced 2.5 mm apart (corresponding to the distanceferred direction, this means that HD cells become nar-
between the left and right ATN) and which were implanted straddlingrower mainly on their right edge, in agreement with the
the midline at 1.4 mm posterior to bregma.
asymmetric narrowing of the LMN tuning functions
shown in Figure 3. Data Collection
The model we have proposed in Figure 7 is a concep- After recovery from surgery, animals were given screening/
recording sessions, during which HD cells were recorded while thetual one, and computer simulations are necessary to
rat performed the pellet chasing task in the cylinder (for a detaileddetermine how well this model can actually account for
description of the recording procedure, see Blair et al., 1997). Eachour experimental observations. The model predicts that
recording session lasted between 15 and 90 min. For a cell to beDTN should contain angular velocity-modulated HD
included in the final dataset, spike histograms for the session had
cells and that bilateral lesions of DTN should abolish to clearly demonstrate that the cell had a refractory period of 1 to
the HD signal from all other brain areas. Future experi- 2 ms. The animals' moment-to-moment position in the chamber was
sampled continuously by a video camera located above the cylinder,ments will be required to test these predictions.
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which monitored the location of two light-emitting diodes attached Decomposition of the Tuning Function by Turning Condition
To examine how the rat's turning behavior influences the activity of ato the animal's head. The position data from the tracking system
were used to compute the animal's spatial location, directional HD cell, we decompose the cell's tuning function into three different
components, corresponding to three different turning conditions:heading, and angular head velocity every 1/60 of a second (for
details, see Blair and Sharp, 1995; Blair et al., 1997). (1) a CW tuning function, which includes only spikes that occurred
during clockwise head turns, (2) a CCW tuning function, which in-
cludes only spikes that occurred during counterclockwise head
LMN Lesions turns, and (3) a NOT tuning function, which includes only spikes
LMN lesions were made in a group of ten rats, which was separate that occurred when the head was not turning. The tuning parameters
from the group of 14 rats that were used to compare HD cell firing for each of these decomposed tuning functions are computed in
properties in LMN and ATN. Electrodes were bilaterally implanted the same manner described above (see Figure 2).
into ATN and LMN in each of the ten rats. LMN electrodes were Anticipatory Time Interval (ATI)
advanced through the tissue, and if HD cells were encountered in The ATI, measured in milliseconds, is the time displacement for
both the left and right hemispheres of LMN, then the animal was which a cell's firing rate is best correlated with the directional posi-
placed in the bilateral (BL) lesion group. If HD cells were not encoun- tion of the rat's head (see Blair and Sharp, 1995). A positive ATI
tered in either hemisphere of LMN, then the animal was placed in indicates that the cell's firing is best correlated with the future head
the control (CTL) group. direction, whereas a negative ATI indicates that the cell's firing is
After the animal had been assigned to either the BL or CTL group, best correlated with the past head direction (a zero ATI means that
ATN electrodes were advanced until one or more well isolated HD the cell's firing is best correlation with the present head direction).
cells was found in ATN. This ATN HD cell (or cells) was then recorded For example, a HD cell with an ATI of 120 ms fires in best correlation
from ATN for 15 min. The rat was then briefly picked up, and a large with the direction that the rat's head will be facing 20 ms in the
DC current (0.5±1.0 mA for 10 s) was passed through LMN recording future. In this study, we have adopted the method introduced by
electrodes. In the BL Group, the current was passed through those Blair and Sharp (1995) for measuring the ATI of a HD cell, to which
electrode wires upon which HD cells had previously been observed, the reader is referred for details.
creating a targeted bilateral lesion of the HD cell±containing region Angular Head Velocity
within LMN. In the CTL group, current was passed through one of The angular velocity of the head was measured by computing the
the LMN electrode wires in each hemisphere, even though no HD angular difference in the rat's head direction between successive
cells were encountered on any of the wires. It was reasoned that video frames (as explained in Blair and Sharp [1995], measurements
this would create bilateral lesions of tissue near LMN, without de- of the rat's head direction were also interpolated between video
stroying the HD cell±containing region of LMN itself. After the lesion frames, to bring them into temporal alignment with measurements
was made, the animal was immediately placed back into the re- of the head velocity). For the analyses presented here, CW head
cording chamber, to resume recording of the same HD cell in ATN turns were classified as angular head movements that exceeded a
that had just been recorded prior to the lesion. positive angular velocity of 1208/s, CCW turns were classified as
movements with a negative angular velocity of less than 21208/s,
and the head was considered to be straight when the absolute value
Histological Reconstruction of Lesion Sites of angular velocity was less than 308/s, corresponding to moments
Brains were sectioned in the coronal plane into 60±80 mm slices, when the rat's head was either still or moving straight forward or
which were mounted and stained with both cresyl violet and Prus- backward without turning. Spikes that occurred during movements
sian blue. The coverslipped slides were then scanned into a com- outside of these ranges were excluded from the analysis (on aver-
puter using a high-resolution scanner. The scanned images were age, 8% of a session's data was discarded from the analysis in this
displayed using Adobe Illustrator software. In this software display, way).
plates from the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1997) were overlayed Population Tuning Curves
directly onto the scanned images of lesioned brain sections. The To illustrate the average firing characteristics of HD cells in LMN
Illustrator drawing tool was used to outline the area of tissue damage and ATN, we normalized and combined together the tuning functions
on the atlas plate, and gray shading was used to indicate the le- for the entire population of cells recorded in each area (Figure 4).
sioned area (see Figure 5). These population tuning curves were created to illustrate the com-
parison between ipsiversive and contraversive head turns.
To compute the population tuning curves, we first normalized the
Data Analysis height of the CW and CCW tuning functions for all HD cells to a
Directional Tuning Functions value of 1.0. Second, independently for each cell, the CW, CCW,
Each HD cell's directional tuning function was obtained by plotting and NOT tuning functions were plotted together on a normalized
the firing rate of the cell as a function of the rat's directional heading abcissa. The scale of directional headings on this normalized ab-
(Figure 2). We computed four parameters of the tuning function to cissa was adjusted so that each cell's NOT tuning function had the
describe the basic firing properties of each HD cell: (1) The preferred same width (this insured that corresponding portions of the different
firing direction, measured in degrees, indicates the directional head- tuning curves would be properly aligned with one another when
ing for which the cell prefers to fire (Figure 2). We compute an HD they were combined together). Third, we aligned the tuning functions
cell's preferred firing direction as the mean direction that the rat's of all cells by superimposing the preferred firing directions of their
head is facing when the cell generates an action potential (see Blair NOT tuning functions (denoted PFDNOT). The next step of the process
and Sharp, 1995). (2) The peak firing rate, measured in Hz, indicates depended on whether the ipsiversive or contraversive population
the frequency of an HD cell's firing when the rat is facing in the curve was being computed. For ipsiversive curves, the CCW tuning
direction for which the cell fires at its highest rate. This is computed curves of all left hemisphere cells were horizontally reflected
by finding the highest value of the cell's tuning function (Figure 2). (flipped) across the vertical line at x 5 PFDNOT, which brought them
(3) The baseline firing rate, measured in Hz, indicates the frequency into superposition with the CW tuning curves of the cells in the right
of an HD cell's firing when the rat is not facing in the cell's preferred hemisphere. For contraversive curves, the CCW tuning curves of
direction. This is computed as the average firing rate of the cell over right hemisphere cells were reflected across x 5 PFDNOT, bringing
a 1208 directional range, centered 1808 away from the preferred them into superposition with the CW tuning curves of left hemi-
firing direction of the cell. (4) The directional tuning width, measured sphere cells. The superimposed curves were then combined into a
in degrees, indicates the broadness of the tuning function and, composite curve by pooling together all of the points from each
therefore, reflects the range of head directions over which the cell individual curve and sorting these points with respect to their x
fires. This was computed as twice the standard deviation of the coordinate values (that is, sorting them along the abcissa). These
directional tuning function (Figure 2). The baseline firing rate was sorted points were then plotted as a single composite curve, whose
subtracted out of the tuning curve before computing the tuning points were unevenly spaced on the abscissa due to the width
width since background firing artificially inflates the tuning width normalization that was performed independently on each cell prior
to point sorting. The composite curve was smoothed using a 10estimate by increasing the variance of the tuning function.
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point running average, and the result was displayed as the popula- patterns of hippocampal complex-spike cells in a fixed environment.
J. Neurosci. 7, 1935±1950.tion tuning curve.
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